MADS-box genes are important transcriptional factors during floral organ development. The classical classification model of MADS-box genes is constructed by Arabidopsis thaliana, whose floral tissues such as sepal is controlled by class A and E; petal is controlled by class A, B and E; stamen is controlled by class B, C and E; and carpel is controlled by class C and E. It is showed that specific classes of MADS-box genes feature in specific functions. The traditional classification estimation of MADS-box genes relies on phylogenetic analysis or multiple sequences alignment which is needed to waste time on collecting reference sequences. Data collection is the key point to affect the evaluation of target genes. This study proposed a new prediction method of MADS-box genes classification based on similarity measure evaluated by general five programs of BLAST and constructed the classification model using support vector machines which depended on 209 MADS-box genes of different plant species and validated classification model by 10 MADS-box genes of Oncidium Gower Ramsey. Furthermore, we constructed a web-based tool, iMADS, which integrates several web tools in order to shorten the wasted time and provide related information about putative class of MADS-box gene, expressed tissues in plants, conserved domain search, coiled-coil prediction and evolutionary analysis. Those contents of latter three are assayed from web tools including NCBI Conserved Domain Search, COILS and Phylodendron separately. iMADS is an information-integrated analytic tool for MADS-box genes. It may reduce costing of time and money of researchers, making a quickly-output prediction, and presenting reliable and systematic results to users. This web-based tool is publicly available at http://predictor.nchu.edu.tw/iMADS.
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